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TechRepublic, ZDNet, and CNET regularly 
republish our teardowns in their entirety.

iFixit teardowns reveal to the world 
the devices that power new consumer 
electronics. Unlike traditionally dry 
intellectual property dissections, our 
teardowns actually show the process 
of breaking apart a device, methodically 
showing each component and 
commenting on the hardware. Astute, 
consumer-focused technical analysis of 
the product outlines new components and 

manufacturing technologies that would 
otherwise go unreported by the media. 

iFixit has transformed teardowns 
into a powerful public relations tool 
which communicates to investors and 
interested users what components really 
make the latest electronics tick.

We are the only mass-market 
channel for showing—not just 
informing—consumers and investors.

Teardown images are 
frequently republished in 
the media. We send the press 
a list of interesting design 
choices and part wins. Tear-
downs bring manufacturers 
into the limelight and occa-
sionally uncover hidden features.

We’re regularly referenced in inves-
tor forums. iFixit is the first source of 
product placement information for many 
investors and market intelligence firms.

Showcase your innovation. Teardowns 
can emphasize any product or aspect of the 
manufacturing process. We have showcased 

the unique innovations of 
a wide variety of manufac-
turers, including Blendtec 
and Chumby Industries.

Be seen. Product  
designers from virtu-
ally every consumer elec-

tronics company use iFixit 
teardowns for competitive research.

Teardowns are catered to your specific 
needs. iFixit can link to your product website 
and reference your sponsorship, or if you 
prefer, keep your sponsorship anonymous. 
We respect and protect the anonymity of  
our sources.

Teardown Services
Sponsor: $10,000 (plus device or cost of acquisition) 

 • Includes licensing rights.
 • You will be able to print and distribute it as part of your product showcase, or use    

  it as an informational tool within your company and with investors.
 • Only two sponsored teardowns are available per month, reserved in advance.

License:  $1,000
 • License an already-published teardown for commercial use.
 • Includes print and digital redistribution rights.

“Needless to say we are thrilled with what is being said on the net. Your 
teardown of our product was very impressive.”

– Jeff Robe, Marketing Director, Blendtec

Timely, in-depth, investor-friendly analysis

Show the world your package

PlayStation 3 Slim
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Teardown Services



iFixit teardowns provide compelling, unique public relations

Major teardown discoveries

iPhone 1st Generation
The first generation iPhone was a major win for all package manufacturers involved, as it 

immediately shot to the top of the sales charts. The intense secrecy around the announcement 
meant that our teardown had a large impact on the investment community. Wolfson’s WM8758BG 
audio package, Marvell’s W8686B13 802.11b/g chipset, Skyworks’ SKY77340 GSM/Edge power 
amplifier, and Infineon’s PMB8876 S-Gold 2 multimedia engine all sold millions of units.

iPod Touch 2nd Generation
Our teardown of the second generation iPod Touch revealed a Broadcom BCM4325 Wi-Fi and 

Bluetooth chipset, even though Apple made no mention that its newly-released device (as of September 
2008) supported Bluetooth. Without our findings, Broadcom could have gone uncredited for the win 
until nine months later, when Apple enabled Bluetooth connectivity with a firmware update.

Dell Adamo
The Adamo, Dell’s response to the MacBook Air, packed high-end components into a small 

footprint, but came with a hefty price tag. Our disassembly revealed exceptionally high build quality 
and pioneering unibody construction techniques, explaining the high price point. The Adamo featured 
a Samsung 128GB uSATA MLC SSD and impressive wireless capabilities: a Broadcom BCM92046 
WPAN board, Intel’s 533AN HMW WLAN, as well as an optional WiMax 5530 HSPA WWAN card.

PlayStation 3 Slim
The world was very eager to see what Sony built into their updated PS3, released nearly three years 

after the original. Our teardown was viewed by over 500,000 people. The new PS3 maintained the original’s 
serviceability while introducing a universal 220V power supply, allowing Sony to shift to a single global SKU. 
Moving the Cell processor to a 45nm process and consolidating components allowed Sony to reduce power 
consumption by over 40%, giving them (and their suppliers) an important environmental story to tell.
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